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Abstract: Interest in delivering cellular communication using a high altitude platform (HAP) is 1

increasing partly due to its wide coverage capability. In this paper, we formulate analytical expressions 2

for estimating the area of a HAP beam footprint, average per-user capacity per cell, average spectral 3

efficiency (SE) and average area spectral efficiency (ASE), which are relevant for radio network 4

planning especially within the context of HAP extended contiguous cellular coverage and capacity. To 5

understand the practical implications, we propose an enhanced and validated recursive HAP antenna 6

beam-pointing algorithm, which forms HAP cells over an extended service area while considering 7

beam broadening and the degree of overlap between neighbouring beams. The performance of 8

the extended contiguous cellular structure resulting from the algorithm is compared with other 9

alternative schemes using carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) and carrier-to-interference-plus-noise ratio 10

(CINR). Results show that there is a steep reduction in average ASE at the edge of coverage. The 11

achievable coverage is limited by the minimum acceptable average ASE at the edge, among other 12

factors. Also, results highlight that efficient beam management can be achieved using the enhanced 13

and validated algorithm, which significantly improves user CNR, CINR, and coverage area compared 14

with other benchmark schemes. A simulated annealing comparison verifies that such an algorithm is 15

close to optimal. 16

Keywords: High altitude platform, beam pointing, coverage, capacity, spectral efficiency, area spectral 17

efficiency 18

1. Introduction 19

With the need for ubiquitous wireless coverage and seamless connectivity, interest in 20

high altitude platforms (HAPs) is significantly increasing. HAPs are aeronautic platforms 21

located conventionally between 17-22 km altitude and can be used for wireless communica- 22

tions. They offer some advantages over terrestrial systems due to their elevated look-angle 23

and better propagation performance. The increasing optimism in HAPs is partly due to 24

the possibility of the use of one platform for multiple applications and their potential for 25

low cost, high availability wireless communications service provision over an extended 26

area compared to terrestrial and satellite systems [1–4]. Despite the potential of HAPs for 27

wide geographic coverage, most HAP studies and projects are based on a limited coverage 28

area of under 30 km radius, which is underwhelming. Extending the achievable coverage 29

using a HAP will further maximise its cost-effectiveness and utility, which are desirable 30

especially in rural areas with minimal or no coverage. Therefore, understanding the extent 31

of HAP coverage achievable while still guaranteeing a minimum quality of service (QoS) is 32

important, given the significant population of the world without connectivity [5]. 33

A HAP communication system forms elliptical beams on the ground, at a given 34

elevation angle, to deliver both coverage and capacity to users [6]. These beams are used to 35

form cells that are isolated by the HAP antenna radiation pattern [7], and are limited by 36

the antenna array beam-forming capability. Ideally, each antenna beam delivers uniform 37

illumination to its corresponding cell, ensuring, through a steep roll-off, that no power is 38
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detected outside the cell boundaries. The ability to analytically model this HAP cellular 39

system to predict the bounds of network coverage and capacity performance is relevant 40

for modelling HAP networks. However, no existing study in the literature has specifically 41

developed models to predict HAP system performance within the context of determining 42

the limit of coverage extension by a HAP, which is what this paper aims to provide. In 43

addition, the paper also looks at how proper beam-pointing can be used to extend and 44

improve HAP contiguous coverage and capacity while minimising inter-cell interference 45

(ICI). 46

Proper beam-pointing with an adequate antenna system and characteristics is neces- 47

sary due to the imperfect roll-off of practical antenna beams, which introduces ICI that 48

is worsened by beam-forming limitations [8], especially with inadequate beam-pointing. 49

This paper provides a framework for analysing HAP coverage extension and highlights the 50

feasibility of delivering contiguous cellular coverage over an extended area using a HAP. 51

It develops models for HAP network performance prediction and proposes an algorithm 52

to evaluate the practical behaviour of the extended HAP system given the developed 53

models. The algorithm herein is enhanced from its original form, which was proposed in 54

our conference paper [9], by presenting the detailed theoretical framework formulation 55

and further discussion. Furthermore, the performance of the algorithm is further validated 56

using simulated annealing (SA) heuristic optimisation technique [10], which is essential in 57

the field of radio network planning and optimisation. 58

1.1. Literature Review 59

While there are no existing analytical models for estimating the HAP coverage area, 60

and spectral efficiency (SE) for understanding operational bounds, the studies in [1,6,11–13] 61

have investigated the deployment of HAP beams for multi-cellular communications. The 62

use of scanning beams that scan across an arrangement of cells randomly was proposed 63

in [1] but the scheme requires buffering for traffic, which complicates the system and 64

significantly increases the scanning time especially for wide area networks. Studies in 65

[11] propose the use of a uniform hexagonal cell grid architecture over a 30 km radius 66

using antenna beams illuminating the hexagonal cells, but it cannot be used for extended 67

coverage with elevation angle lower than 30◦. In [6,13], HAP cell footprints are described 68

mathematically as functions of antenna beamwidth, elevation and azimuth angles, but 69

again, these functions are only valid within an area of 30 km radius due to increased inac- 70

curacies and approximation errors at extended distances. Zakaria et al. [14,15] studied the 71

use of intelligent beam-forming strategies for HAP coverage and capacity while providing 72

protection to terrestrial system users and proposed a beam-pointing scheme based on 73

k-means clustering, but limited to an area of 30 km radius like most of the other studies. 74

Similarly, an insufficient number of studies [16–20] have been carried out on the 75

capacity of HAP systems. Hong et al. [16] investigated the capacity of HAP wideband 76

code division multiple access systems with respect to the number of users that can be 77

supported on the forward and reverse links of the HAP. They derive capacity based on 78

the number of users supportable by the HAP links and show that a HAP cell can support 79

more users than a terrestrial base station. The effect of platform displacement on HAP, 80

which shows that horizontal displacement affects capacity significantly more than vertical 81

displacement, was presented in [18]. Huang et al. [17] studied the uplink capacity of 82

an integrated HAP-Terrestrial system where low mobility users connect to the terrestrial 83

base station while high mobility users connect to the HAP. The capacity of worldwide 84

interoperability for microwave access, deployed from a HAP over a very limited coverage 85

area of 20 km radius to compare the delivery of broadband services from terrestrial and 86

HAP systems was investigated in [19]. In [20], a capacity analysis based on a constellation 87

of interconnected HAPs using a proposed virtual multiple input multiple output model 88

was presented. 89

Since, some terrestrial macro cells can provide coverage within an area of up to 90

30 km radius [21], and the higher elevation angles to HAPs result in better propagation 91
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characteristics, it is reasonable to study HAP beam performance beyond the common 30 km 92

radius state-of-the-art. This is potentially important for cost-effective communications in 93

low user density areas. Given that there is no existing study yet on the spectral efficiency 94

(SE) and area spectral efficiency (ASE) achievable in a HAP cell and how these vary at 95

the edge of the extended coverage area considering the beam-forming and propagation 96

limitations of the HAP antenna system, this work becomes crucial. Estimating the shape, 97

size, and capacity of a cell pointed at any given distance from the sub-platform point of a 98

HAP is quite relevant in extended HAP coverage network design. This helps in determining 99

the bounds of coverage extension given other variables like antenna characteristics. 100

1.2. Contribution 101

Beyond the existing studies, we formulate expressions to approximate the area and 102

ASE of a HAP beam footprint pointed at any given distance within the HAP service area. 103

Additionally, we propose an enhanced and validated recursive beam-pointing algorithm, 104

which forms cells over an extended coverage area using multiple beams from the HAP. The 105

algorithm compensates for broadening, starting from the sub-platform point cell (SPPC) 106

and provides flexibility on cell size variations and the level of overlap needed between 107

the cells. Proper overlapping control considerably enhances the HAP system performance 108

[22]. We validate that the resulting beam boresight coordinates is near optimal by using 109

SA. Whereas the use of SA for cellular placement has been studied previously [10,23], 110

the studies have all focused on terrestrial base station deployment instead. In a practical 111

HAP system, the proposed algorithm will run once at the deployment stage to acquire the 112

boresight coordinates required to form contiguous cells. Specifically, the contributions of 113

this paper are: 114

• A closed-form expression for the evaluation of the area covered by a HAP beam 115

footprint on the ground when pointed at any given distance away from the sub- 116

platform point is derived. This is useful for estimating the number of cells required to 117

provide adequate coverage over a given service area. 118

• Theoretical expressions for the evaluation of average per-user capacity, average SE, 119

and average area SE of a cell pointed at any given distance from the sub-platform 120

point are derived and used to analyse the performance bounds of the extended HAP 121

coverage. 122

• A recursive beam-pointing algorithm [9] with flexibility to control the amount of 123

overlap between neighbouring beams while maintaining adequate coverage is en- 124

hanced and validated with the theoretical frameworks and derivations, and simulated 125

annealing. The algorithm minimizes the level of interference, which arises due to the 126

overlap of neighbouring antenna beams main lobes. 127

• An elaborate discussion on a technique for extending contiguous coverage from a 128

HAP notably beyond the much studied ≤ 30 km radius area and up to ≥ 60 km, by 129

exploiting the multiple beam-forming capability of a horizontal planar antenna array 130

and the favourable signal propagation characteristics of HAPs. 131

1.3. Organisation of the Paper 132

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model 133

and defines the metrics used in the performance evaluation. The average per-user capacity, 134

average SE, and ASE per cell expressions are derived in Section 3. In Section 4, our enhanced 135

and validated beam-pointing algorithm for extended coverage is presented. Section 5 136

presents numerical results from the derived expressions and shows the performance of the 137

algorithm in comparison to some alternative schemes. The paper is concluded in Section 6. 138

2. System Model and Performance Metrics 139

The HAP extended coverage system can be used to provide wireless coverage and 140

capacity over a significantly wide area, and it can also be used to provide umbrella cells for 141

other wireless systems. This section introduces the HAP extended coverage system archi- 142
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tecture and highlights the important parameters and models for efficient beam-pointing 143

using the proposed algorithm. The metrics for performance analysis are also presented. 144

Subsequently, all discussions and analysis throughout this paper are based on the HAP 145

downlink. 146

2.1. Beam Deployment 147

Consider a quasi-stationary HAP located at an altitude hp, and at the centre of a service 148

area of radius R. Conventionally, hp ranges between 17 – 22 km due to the considerably 149

lower wind speeds at these altitudes, which enables HAPs to use lower energy for station 150

keeping compared with other altitudes. Generally, most HAP studies and projects consider 151

an altitude of 20 km [4]. The HAP supports a radio unit (RU) with a multi-element uniform 152

planar phased array antenna of M× N antenna elements. Multiple beams are formed from 153

the antenna such that the footprints of the main lobes provide coverage to a set of users 154

I within the service area as shown in Figure 1. These beams, which are pointed at a set 155

of coordinates C, such that the resulting footprints produce a regular tessellated structure 156

of contiguous cells c ∈ C over an extended HAP service area. Each user associates to a 157

cell that maximises its signal quality. The HAP transmit antenna gain profile Gt
i for signal 158

quality evaluation, as observed by user i ∈ I , is given as follows [24], 159

Antenna 

elements

h p

N

Antenna 

beams

Max. CNR Min. CNR

Cell broadeningθ ᵩ 

i(ɵ,ᵩ)
c(x,y,0)

Figure 1. HAP phased array antenna beamforming for cellular coverage.

Gt
i = ge AFx

i AF
y
i , (1)

where ge is the gain of an isotropic antenna element. Array factors AFx
i and AF

y
i are given 160

as 161

AFx
i =

N

∑
n=1

In1ej(n−1)(kdx sin(θi) cos(ϕi)+βx
i ), (2)

AF
y
i =

M

∑
m=1

I1mej(m−1)(kdy sin(θi) sin(ϕi)+β
y
i ), (3)

where angular wave number k = 2π
λs

, λs is the wavelength, dx and dy are the inter-element 162

spacings in the x- and y-axes of the antenna array with array factors AFx
i and AF

y
i at user 163

i respectively. Inj and Ijm represent the excitation amplitudes of the antenna elements as 164

depicted by Figure 2, θi and ϕi define user elevation and azimuth angles as seen by the 165
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HAP. βx = −kdx sin(θ0
i ) cos(ϕ0

i ) and βy = −kdy sin(θ0
i ) sin(ϕ0

i ) are phase shifts with θ0
i 166

and ϕ0
i being the boresight elevation and azimuth angles respectively. 167

In

Im

I11

elements

dy

dx

Figure 2. Antenna element excitation for an M× N antenna array. Elements in rows and columns

are referred to as x− and y− axes elements with dx and dy distances apart respectively. There is

proportionality between the excitation amplitudes of the elements in both x, y axes. The (m, n)th

element excitation amplitude is expressed as Imn = Imj Ijn [24].

Coordinates of the multiple beam boresight points on the ground, which are obtained 168

as a set of cell coordinates C from the proposed algorithm and then converted into their 169

corresponding elevation and azimuth angles of the HAP from the ground, are supplied 170

to the beamformer implementing (1) to obtain the distribution of HAP antenna transmit 171

gain on the ground. The beams formed are then used to create HAP cells on the ground. 172

In defining a cell in this paper, let Ãb be the footprint of the bth beam on the ground, p be 173

any interior point in Ãb and Γp be the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) at point p, the cell c is a 174

bounded region around the beam boresight with boundary ∂c := p ∈ Ãb : ∀p, Γp ≥ 9 dB. 175

The 9 dB value is a global system for mobile communications (GSM) standard for cell 176

delineation [25], which ensures that every user in a cell can receive signal with good quality. 177

Γi for user i is evaluated as 178

Γi =
Pt

i Gr
i Gt

i

NLi,h
, (4)

where Pt
i is the HAP transmit power, Gi

r and N are the antenna gain and noise power of the 179

receiver respectively. The path loss Li,h between user i and the HAP h is modelled as free- 180

space path loss with log-normally distributed fading due to shadowing [14], which follows 181

the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) non-terrestrial network (NTN) channel model 182

[26] and allows for a realistic large-scale representation of the HAP propagation channel. 183

Li,h is expressed as 184

Li,h =

(

4πdi,h f

v

)2

Xσ, (5)

where di,h is the slant distance between user i and the HAP h in km, f is the carrier frequency 185

in GHz, v is the speed of light in m/s and Xσ is a log-normally distributed random variable 186

with zero mean and standard deviation σx of 4 dB, representing fading due to shadowing 187

[19]. Small-scale fading is not considered in this line-of-sight (LoS) scenario since the focus 188

is on cellular structure in general and the long term mutual interference effects of the cells 189

on each other. It is also because the HAP is assumed quasi-stationary and users are fixed, 190

therefore, no small-scale fading is experienced. This is validated by results from a practical 191

HAPS flight test reported in [27]. 192

Cell pointing to achieve good tessellation depends initially on the radius of the SPPC 193

(i.e. the HAP antenna broadside cell), which is defined by the angle ρ subtended by the 194

edge of the SPPC to a plane vertical to the HAP. This depends on the antenna mainlobe 195

beamwidth and the minimum CNR Γ requirement at the edge of the SPPC. Here, ρ is 196
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defined such that at all locations within a cell, Γp ≥ 9 dB. The HAP antenna array forms 197

multiple beams, which are pointed at a set of coordinates C, such that the footprints create 198

a regular tessellated structure of contiguous cells over the entire HAP service area. The 199

cell centre coordinates are supplied by the proposed beam-pointing algorithm discussed in 200

detail in Section 4. The resulting cells in the extended service area are disproportionate in 201

size and shape due to the effect of broadening mainly at low elevation angles. 202

2.2. User Distribution 203

Considering a user density of λ users/km2, a set of users I with 2D coordinates are 204

randomly distributed over the HAP service area of A km2. The users in I are independently 205

and identically distributed over the space according to a Poisson distributed random 206

variable with mean λA. The number of users is |I|, where |.| denotes cardinality. This 207

follows a bivariate Poisson point process (PPP) Φp ∈ R
2. 208

2.2.1. User Association 209

For evaluating the performance of the proposed model, the distributed users are 210

associated to the cells formed using the coordinates obtained from the proposed algorithm. 211

It is important to note that the user distribution does not affect the tessellation performance 212

of the proposed pointing algorithm. The tessellation described in Section 4 is aimed at 213

providing contiguous coverage of cells over the entire service area considering the footprints 214

of the HAP antenna beams. Users are distributed over the service area to assess both the 215

CNR and CINR distribution on the ground resulting from the algorithm’s cell tessellation. 216

The users associate with cells based on their perceived CNR. User i associates to cell 217

ci where it achieves the highest CNR, which must be at least equal to a given threshold. 218

If a user’s CNR is less than the threshold in any of the cells, the user is not connected in 219

that cell. Furthermore, if user j is located in a region where two or more cells overlap, it 220

is assigned to the cell that maximises its received power. Invariably, users in an overlap 221

region can detect all the overlapping cells {cl}. The set of coordinates of the overlapping 222

cells Co for all users an overlap region is obtained as follows, 223

Co = {cl | l ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}}, ∀j | l 6= j, (6)

where N is the number of overlapping cells. Then, the set of received powers P j for user j 224

is defined in (7). User j associates to cell cl∗(j) such that l∗(j) realises the maximum in Pl
r . 225

P j = {Pl
r | l ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}}. (7)

2.3. Performance Metrics 226

In deciding the cell a user should associate with after the formation of cells, and 227

whether service can be provided at a given performance level, the user’s received power, 228

expressed mathematically below, is used. Additionally, other metrics for performance 229

evaluation are presented below. 230

1. CINR γi: For users already associated to cells, their performance with the proposed 231

algorithm is evaluated using CINR γ, which expresses the ratio of their carrier power 232

to both interference and noise, which are further described below. For user i, γi is 233

defined as [14,15] 234

γi =
Pr

i
J

∑
j=1

P
j
i + Ni

, (8)

where Pr
i is the user i’s useful received signal power,

J

∑
j=1

P
j
i is the sum of interference 235

from all J = |C| − 1 interfering beams, and Ni is user i’s thermal noise power, which 236
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is a zero mean Gaussian white noise and a function of system temperature and 237

bandwidth (see Table 3 footnote). Pr
i is expressed as 238

Pr
i =

Pt
i Gr

i Gt
i

Li,h
. (9)

where Gr
i , is the receive antenna gain given in Table 3, Gt

i and Li,h are as defined in (1) 239

and (5) respectively. For interference, considering full reuse, all non-serving J beams 240

can interfere with user i in the reference beam. The interference P
j
i on user i in the 241

reference beam from the jth interfering beam is 242

P
j
i = Pr

j Gt
ij, (10)

where Pr
j is the jth interfering beam receive power as per (9), and Gt

ij is the leakage 243

antenna gain between the jth interfering beam and user i evaluated using (1) – (3) with 244

βx and βy phase shifts based on θ0
j and ϕ0

j denoting the elevation and azimuth angles 245

at the centre of the jth interfering beam [28]. 246

2. Throughput Ti: This is evaluated per user in bits/s/Hz using the Truncated Shannon 247

Bound expression as given below [29]. 248

Ti =











0, γi < γmin

α log2(1 + γi), γmin ≤ γi ≤ γmax ,

α log2(1 + γmax), γi > γmax,

(11)

where α = 0.65 is the implementation loss, γmin = 1.8 dB is the minimum allowed 249

CINR and γmax = 22 dB is the CINR resulting in the maximum achievable throughput 250

[15]. γmin is assumed for an acceptable LTE signal quality [30], while γmax relates to the 251

LTE signal quality mapping with modulation and coding scheme, where maximum 252

capacity is achieved at around 22 dB CINR [31]. 253

3. Average Spectral Efficiency η
f
i : Let the average capacity per user in cell i and the band- 254

width allocated to a user in the cell pointed at any given distance be ˜Ci
pu (expression 255

to be derived later) and Bi respectively. Thus, η
f
i ,

˜Ci
pu

Bi
. 256

4. Average Area Spectral Efficiency ˜Si
η f

: This is the ratio of average spectral efficiency ηi
f to 257

the area of the cell Ai in bit/s/Hz/km2 for cell i [32,33]. Thus, ˜Si
η f

,
ηi

f

Ai
. 258

Several notations have been used throughout this paper. Table 1 summarises the most 259

prevalent notations used. 260

3. Capacity and Spectral Efficiency Analysis 261

In order to objectively assess the limits of extension of the proposed HAP extended 262

coverage, it is important to highlight the theoretical performance bounds of the system. In 263

this section, an expression for the average per-user capacity ˜Ci
pu achievable in cell i pointing 264

at any given distance away from the sub-platform point (SPP) within the HAP service area 265

is derived. Furthermore, an expression for the average ASE
˜

S
f
ηi

in cell i is obtained as a 266

function of ˜Ci
pu. Calculating the average ASE of a cell pointed at a given distance away 267

from the SPP requires the area of the cell, taking the cell geometry and broadening into 268

consideration. In deriving an expression for HAP cell area, it is assumed that the maximum 269

power point is at the centre of the cell. Ideally, this is not exactly the case, especially for 270

cells formed at low elevation angles. The maximum power point, which might not be at the 271

centre of the beam depending on the boresight point distance from SPP, is skewed towards 272

the HAP antenna. This is also exacerbated by the broadening effect. In this paper, we 273

assume that the beam footprint is elliptical in shape to simplify the mathematical analysis. 274

It is important to highlight that this assumption is plausible. Imagine that a beam from the 275
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Table 1. Key notations.

Notation Definition

Gt
i HAP transmit antenna gain for user i

Gr
i Receive antenna gain

Li,h Path loss between user i and HAP h
ρ Angle subtended at the HAP by a cell centre and edge
βi Elevation angle of cell i centre to the HAP
Φ Angle of overlap between neighbouring cells
Γi CNR of user i in cell i
γi CINR of user i in cell i

˜Ci
pu Average per-user capacity in cell i

ηi
f Average spectrum efficiency in cell i
˜Si
η f

Average area spectral efficiency in cell i

di Distance of cell i centre from the sub-platform point
xi, yi Semi-major and semi-minor axes of cell i respectively
Bi Bandwidth allocated to user i in cell i
Ai Area of cell i
hi Slant distance of cell i centre from HAP
hp HAP height
Di Slant distance of user i in cell i from HAP

antenna is approximately conical in shape, then cutting through the cone at an angle using 276

a straight surface gives an elliptical footprint on the ground. The effect of the curvature of 277

the earth is neglected. 278

For an elliptical cell i pointing at a distance di from the SPP, let xi and yi represent 279

its semi-major and semi-minor axes respectively. If hp is the height of the platform with 280

the other variables retaining their definition from the previous section, the area Ai of cell 281

i is derived as follows. Considering the geometry in Figure 3, αi and hi are derived from 282

∆OHP as given below. 283

x

y

hi

ρ
ρ

αi

ρ

βi

b

xi
yi

a

x1
y1

hp

di

H

O P

z

E

Figure 3. HAP elliptical cell geometry (semi-major axis)

αi = tan−1

(

di

hp

)

, (12)

hi =
√

h2
p + d2

i . (13)
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Using the sum of angles in a triangle rule in ∆OHP, the elevation angle of the HAP βi 284

from the centre of cell i is, 285

βi =
π

2
− αi. (14)

Hence, using sine rule in ∆HEP, xi is expressed as follows. 286

xi =
hi sin(ρ)

sin(ρ + βi)
. (15)

Substituting for hi in (15), 287

xi =

(

sin(ρ)

sin(ρ + βi)

)

√

h2
p + d2

i . (16)

Using trigonometric identity, (16) can be re-expressed as 288

1

xi
=

sin(ρ) cos(βi) + sin(βi) cos(ρ)

sin(ρ)
√

h2
p + d2

i

. (17)

Expanding (17), 289

1

xi
=

(

sin(ρ) cos(βi)

sin(ρ)
+

sin(βi) cos(ρ)

sin(ρ)

)

1
√

h2
p + d2

i

=

(

cos(βi) +
sin(βi)

tan(ρ)

)

1
√

h2
p + d2

i

.

(18)

Therefore, the semi-major axis xi is expressed as follows. 290

xi =

√

h2
p + d2

i

cos(βi) + sin(βi) cot(ρ)
. (19)

Furthermore, the semi-minor axis yi can be derived from Figure 4 redrawn from 291

Figure 3 for convenience. 292

x

y

hi

ρ

αi

ρ

βi

ρ

χ1 χi

b

xi

yi
a

x1

y1

hp

di

H

O
P

S

T

z

EQ

Figure 4. HAP elliptical cell geometry (semi-minor axis)

Applying the sum of angle in a triangle and sine rules in ∆HSP, ∠HSP yields 293
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χi =
π

2
− ρ, (20)

and, 294

hi

sin(π
2 − ρ)

=
yi

sin(ρ)
. (21)

Thus, 295

yi = hi tan(ρ). (22)

Therefore, substituting (13) into (22) gives, 296

yi =
(√

h2
p + d2

i

)

tan(ρ). (23)

Using (19) and (23), the expression for surface the area of cell i can be obtained. Recall 297

that the area of an ellipse is given as πxiyi. Thus, 298

Ai = πxiyi = π





√

h2
p + d2

i

cos(βi) + sin(βi) cot(ρ)





((√

h2
p + d2

i

)

tan(ρ)
)

=
π
(

h2
p + d2

i

)

tan(ρ)

cos(βi) + sin(βi) cot(ρ)
.

(24)

Multiplying (24) by
cot(ρ)
cot(ρ)

, and using the trigonometric identity tan(ρ) cot(ρ) = 1, the 299

area Ai of cell i at a given distance di from the SPP is derived as 300

Ai =
π(h2

p + d2
i )

cos(βi) cot(ρ) + sin(βi) cot2(ρ)
. (25)

With the expression for the area Ai of a HAP cell i derived, the average capacity 301

per-user ˜Ci
pu and the average ASE ˜Si

η f
in the cell can now be derived. Let Bi be the user- 302

allocated bandwidth. If Pt
i , Gt

i , Gr
i are the HAP antenna transmit power, transmit antenna 303

gain and receive antenna gain respectively, λs is the signal wavelength, r(ϕ) is the distance 304

of any arbitrary point from the cell centre at an angle ϕ from its x-axis, No is the receiver 305

noise density, and rmax is the distance from the boundary to the centre of cell i, ˜Ci
pu is then 306

derived. Considering a uniform distribution of users over cell i, a normalised bandwidth 307

density b̃i (in Hz/unit area) detected at position (x, y) is expressed as 308

b̃i(x, y) =
Bi

Ai
. (26)

Hence, the expected capacity density ˜cAi
(in bit/s/unit of surface) for a given realisa- 309

tion is defined using the Shannon capacity equation as [34], 310

˜cAi
(x, y) = b̃i(x, y) log2(1 + γi(x, y)), (27)

where γi(x, y) is the CINR at point (x, y) in cell i. Considering a user distribution with 311

density ui(x, y) in cell i, the average per-user capacity (in bit/s/user) in cell i is expressed 312

as [34] 313

˜Ci
pu =

1

Ai

∫∫

A

˜cAi
(x, y)

ui(x, y)
dxdy, (28)
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where A denotes the ith cell region. Assuming constant user and bandwidth densities ui 314

and Bi respectively throughout the cell and substituting (27) in (28), 315

˜Ci
pu =

1

Ai

∫∫

A

Bi

ui
log2(1 + γi(x, y))dxdy

=
B

Ai

∫∫

A

log2(1 + γi(x, y))dxdy.

(29)

With the assumption of constant user density throughout the cell, the term ui is 316

eliminated in (29). Thus, the concept of per-user capacity becomes the same as capacity 317

density [34]. Due to the elliptical geometry of the HAP cell, it is more logical to express 318

(29) in polar coordinate form. This involves specifying γi(x, y) and dxdy in their polar 319

coordinate form. Considering free-space path loss, γi(x, y) can be expressed as follows: 320

γi(x, y) = γi(r(ϕ), ϕ) =
Pt

i Gt
i Gr

i λ2

No(4πDi)2
. (30)

Therefore, 321

˜Ci
pu =

Bi

Ai

∫∫

A

log2

(

1 +
Pt

i Gt
i Gr

i λ2

No(4πDi)2

)

r(ϕ)dr(ϕ)dϕ, (31)

where Di is the slant distance of an arbitrary user in cell i to the HAP. This is based on a 322

single cell scenario, which is noise limited and gives the maximum achievable capacity. 323

Di needs to be resolved as a function of di and hi, and represented in polar coordinates as 324

derived below. This can be achieved by considering the geometry presented in Figure 5. 325

x

y

hi

Di

ϕ
r(ϕ)

qi

hp

di

H

O
P

C

z

E

Figure 5. HAP elliptical cell geometry (polar coordinates)

Imagine that the elliptical cell is flat on the ground and is bounded within a 2D space 326

of radius r(ϕ). The radius varies with respect to the azimuth angle ϕ. With origin at the 327

centre of the cell, therefore, r(ϕ) is defined as [35] 328

r(ϕ) =
xiyi

√

(yi cos(ϕ))2 + (xi sin(ϕ))2

=
yi

√

1− (e cos(ϕ))2
,

(32)
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where e is the cell eccentricity, xi and yi are the semi-major and semi-minor axes defined in 329

(19) and (23) respectively. e is expressed as 330

e =

√

1−

(

yi

xi

)2

. (33)

By applying cosine rule on ∆POC in the above figure, Di can be expressed as a function 331

of ϕ. Firstly, the distance qi of an arbitrary user from the SPP is obtained as follows. 332

q2
i = d2

i + r(ϕ)2 + 2r(ϕ)di cos(ϕ). (34)

Then, considering ∆HOC and substituting for qi, 333

D2
i = h2

p + q2
i = h2

p + d2
i + r(ϕ)2 + 2r(ϕ)di cos(ϕ). (35)

Finally, substituting for Di in (31), the average per-user capacity ˜Cpu is given as 334

˜Ci
pu =

Bi

Ai

2π
∫

0

rmax
∫

0

log2

(

1 +
Pt

i Gt
i Gr

i λ2

ξ

)

r(ϕ)dr(ϕ)dϕ, (36)

where, 335

ξ = No(4π)2(h2
p + d2

i + r(ϕ)2 + 2r(ϕ)di cos(ϕ)). (37)

Unfortunately, there is no closed form expression for (36). This was the conclusion after 336

trying Chebyshev–Gauss quadrature approximation and using Mathematica, a software 337

tool for mathematical analysis. However, it can be evaluated using numerical methods. 338

Consequently, the average ASE ˜Si
η f

in cell i is then expressed as 339

˜Si
η f

=
˜Ci
pu

Bi Ai
=

ηi
f

Ai
. (38)

where ηi
f =

˜Ci
pu

Bi
is the SE. Average ASE ˜Si

η f
highlights the effect of cell broadening on the 340

capacity of a cell, which also skews the maximum power point of a beam away from the 341

centre of the beam, by also considering the cell area. This effect becomes increasingly severe 342

as the HAP service area increases. The degree of service area extension may be based on a 343

given minimum average ASE required which can be a design parameter. The widely used 344

capacity density metric can be obtained by multiplying the average ASE by the bandwidth 345

of the cell. 346

The expressions derived above can be used to model a HAP extended coverage com- 347

munication system and understand the analytical limit of coverage and capacity extension 348

achievable from a HAP while guaranteeing a minimum QoS. Practically, apart from the 349

shape, size, and capacity of a HAP cells, the appropriate placement of the cells plays a 350

key role in minimising interference while enhancing coverage. The following Section 4 351

discusses how the disproportionately sized beams due to varied elevation angles can be 352

formed and pointed in practice for better system performance. 353

4. HAP Beam-pointing for Extended Coverage 354

This section provides the theoretical framework formulation and detailed discussion 355

of our proposed enhanced and validated algorithm, which is an extension of our conference 356

paper [9]. The algorithm, which aims to exploit the resulting geometry of a HAP beam 357

footprint, gives the total number of cells Nc and a set of their boresight coordinates required 358

to provide extended contiguous coverage and capacity. 359
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4.1. HAP Beam Geometry 360

The algorithm, presented in Algorithm 1, considers the geometry of a HAP beam 361

footprint on the ground, which is dependent on the HAP antenna profile and varies in 362

size with the pointing angle. Beams pointing away from the SPP broaden in size due to 363

the limitations of beam-forming at lower elevation angles. As discussed in Section 3, we 364

assume that the beam footprint is elliptical in shape. Figure 6 highlights the geometry of the 365

cells with three tessellated cells, one pointed at the SPP and the others at distances away. 366

4.2. Beam-pointing Algorithm 367

The proposed algorithm involves five steps, which are described as follows: 368

Step 1: 369

Initially, the boundary of the SPPC c1 is defined by the angle ρ it subtends at the HAP 370

with its centre as highlighted in Figure 6. Also, the look angle of the cell boresight from the 371

HAP horizontal plane β is set to 90◦. The angle between the cell centre and boundary is 372

assumed to be equal for all cells. Similarly, the initial path distance d1 between the HAP 373

and the SPPC centre c1 is set to hp. A second cell c2 points along the x-axis of the SPPC by 374

making the angular distance between the centres of c1 and c2 equal to 2ρ and d1 updated 375

to d2. A set of the tessellated cell centre coordinates CT along the x-axis is maintained and 376

updated for each new coordinate. The update of CT for subsequent cell centres ci+1, · · · , cn 377

along the x-axis of ci is carried out using an update function Ud(ρ, βi) which is derived as 378

follows. 379

In order to derive Ud(ρ, βi), the geometry shown in Figure 7 is obtained from Figure 6. 380

The solid lines in Figure 7 represent the cell boresight and the dashed lines represent the 381

cell edges. Let d1, d2, d3, · · · be the distances of cell boresights from the SPP along an axis. 382

The distance of cell boresight Oa, i.e. Oa = d2 − d1 = d2 since d1 = 0. 383

Using sine rule on ∆OHa, 384

d2

sin(2ρ)
=

h1

sin(β1 − 2ρ)
. (39)

xO

y

h1

H

h2 h3

β3

ρ
β2

ρ β1ρ

o′

c1

A a a′

c2

B b b′

c3

- Antenna boresight

Figure 6. The HAP cell geometry. Dotted arrow lines show the initial cell boresight when neighbour-

ing cells only touch each other. Solid arrow lines show the new boresight after adjusting the initial

pointing angle to add overlap between neighbouring cells. The angle between the solid and dashed

lines for each cell highlight the angle ρ between the boresight and cell edge, which is constant for all

the cells.
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Figure 7. The HAP cell boresight geometry.

Therefore, 385

d2 = h1

(

sin(2ρ)

sin(β1 − 2ρ)

)

+ d1. (40)

Similarly, the distance of cell boresight d3 = d2 + ab. From ∆aHb, 386

ab

sin(2ρ)
=

h2

sin(β2 − 2ρ)
. (41)

Thus, 387

ab = h2

(

sin(2ρ)

sin(β2 − 2ρ)

)

. (42)

This implies that, 388

d3 = ab + d2 = h2

(

sin(2ρ)

sin(β2 − 2ρ)

)

+ d2. (43)

Therefore, a generic equation with a common update function Ud(ρ, βi) can be ob- 389

tained from (40) and (43) as 390

di+1 = hiU
d(ρ, βi) + di, (44)

where,

Ud(ρ, βi) =
sin(2ρ)

sin(βi − 2ρ)
. (45)

Note that d1 = 0 implies that the distance of the SPPC boresight from the SPP is zero 391

and SPPC is the cell at the centre of the HAP service area. 392

In order to include some level of overlap between ci and ci+1, as depicted in Figure 6, 393

to minimise outage for mobile users moving between cells, the distance between ci and ci+1 394

is reduced by a distance corresponding to an overlap angle Φ, which is a function of the 395

overlap rate ε and inter-cell distance. The value of Φ between cells ci and ci+1 is derived as 396

follows. Consider c1 and c2 in Figure 6 with the geometry partially reproduced in Figure 8. 397

Let Φi,i+1 be the angle of overlap between neighbouring cells ci and ci+1. Since the 398

coordinate of a is determined based on the size of the SPPC centred at O, h2 can be evaluated 399

while h1 is the platform height. Overlap distance Aa is determined by a given overlap rate ε 400

and the distance between the neighbouring cell centre boresight from the SPPC boresight. If 401
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O

h1

H

h2
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A a

Figure 8. The HAP cell overlap geometry.

d2 is the distance of the neighbour to the SPPC and d1 is the distance of the SPPC boresight 402

from the SPP, then 403

Aa = ε(d2 − d1). (46)

Hence, using sine rule on ∆OHA and ∆OHa,

h2

sin(π
2 )

=
ε(d2 − d1)

sin(Φ1,2)
. (47)

Therefore, 404

Φ1,2 = sin−1

(

ε(d2 − d1)

h2

)

. (48)

Extending (48) to subsequent cells results in 405

Φi,i+1 = sin−1

(

ε(di+1 − di)

di+1

)

. (49)

This process, as described above and depicted in Figure 6, continues for subsequent 406

cells along the x-axis. At the end of this first step, a set of tessellated cell centres CT = 407

{(0, d1, 0), (0, d2, 0), (0, d3, 0), · · · , (0, dn, 0)} is obtained, resulting in the structure shown 408

in Figure 9a. Thus, CT is defined as follows, 409

CT = {ci | c ∈ R
3} ∀i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n. (50)

Step 2: 410

In the second step, all ci ∈ CT is rotated by 60◦ as shown in Figure 9b to obtain another 411

set of cell boresight coordinates CR. The 60◦ rotation allows for the exploitation of the 412

good tessellation properties of hexagonal geometry. The path vectors between the cells in 413

CT(i) and their corresponding rotated copies in CR(i) are obtained using spherical linear 414

interpolation defined by the following expression [36]. 415

VI =
sin (1− s)θ

sin(θ)
Vi +

sin (θs)

sin (θ)
Vf , (51)

where θ is the angle between corresponding ith cells in CT and CR, Vi and Vf are the start 416

and final vectors of the corresponding cells with reference to the SPPC. While VI represents 417

the path vector between the cells with s determining the steps in the path. 418
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a b

c d

Figure 9. The cell tessellation processes. a) The first step with cells pointing at increasing distance on

the x-axis. b) The rotation of the first cells from (a) yielding another set of cells in the second step. c)

and d) Show the third and fourth steps where new cells are deployed between the structure in b).

Steps 3-4: 419

The solid curve between corresponding cell centre coordinates, shown in Figure 9c, 420

highlights the paths between the cells and their rotated copies. Ideally, increasing number 421

of cells will be formed azimuthally on the paths depicted by the solid lines between 422

corresponding cells. These paths are divided into k + 1 equal path lengths. Here, k indicates 423

the position of the paths, shown using the solid lines in Figure 9c, on the cellular arc/path 424

starting from k = 0 at the SPPC. k new coordinates (equidistant from each other) are 425

introduced starting from arc/path k = 1 to the last in the structure. However, introducing 426

new cells azimuthally on the solid arcs/paths results in minimal or no overlap between 427

neighbouring cells towards the SPPC. This is due to azimuth antenna pattern (AAP) 428

distortion, which occurs particularly in aerial systems when beams are formed or steered 429

electronically in azimuth using a planar phased array antenna [37,38]. AAP distortion 430

results in steering angle quantisation, grating lobes and main lobe gain reduction [37], 431

which minimises the overlap between neighbouring cells as highlighted earlier. To mitigate 432

against AAP distortion and compensate for the mainlobe gain loss, the new cells are pointed 433

on the mirror images of the paths, which are the dashed convex paths, rather than the 434

original solid concave paths. The mirror image approach, which works by packing the 435

new cells formed azimuthally closer together, is a heuristic and less complex method that 436

ensures proper overlap between neighbouring cells towards the SPPC. The optimality of 437

this heuristic method has not been investigated on this occasion, however, it is shown to 438

enhance the tessellation. A set of the new cell centre coordinates are assigned to CP to 439

conclude the third and fourth steps with the resulting cellular structure when cells are 440

pointed at these coordinates shown in Figure 9d. 441

Step 5: 442

Finally, in order to achieve full 360◦ coverage, the union of the set of cell boresight 443

coordinates CT , CR and CP, which yields the tessellation in Figure 9d, are rotated 5 times. 444

The resulting coordinates from the rotation are contained in another set CF. In Figure 10, 445

a set C of the entire cell centre coordinates is therefore obtained as C = CT ∪ CR ∪ CP ∪ CF 446

and the cell footprint is shown. The resulting total number of cells Nc = |C|. Note that 447

the proposed algorithm, described in Algorithm 1, is applicable for other antenna beam 448

patterns as long as h, ρ, ε, and β at the SPPC can be defined. The algorithm considers the 449
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Figure 10. The full cellular structure for the HAP extended coverage.

Algorithm 1 Cell Pointing Algorithm

1: Declare h, ρ, ε, β: HAP height, broadside cell subtended angle, overlap ratio, and SPPC
boresight angle.

2: Set i = 1 and d1 = 0.
3: Initialise β1 = 90◦, h1 = hp, CT = {(0, d1, 0)}, CP = ∅ and Φ.
4: while βi > 0 do
5: Compute di+1 := hiU

d(ρ, βi) + di.
6: Update CT | CT := CT ∪ (0, di+1, 0).
7: Update β | βi+1 := βi − 2ρ.

8: Update h | hi+1 := hi
sin(βi+1)

.

9: i← i + 1.
10: end while
11: Adjust CT for overlap, i.e. ∀di 6= 0 | i ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · } ∧ di ∈ xi ⊆ CT , di := di−

hi sin(Φi).
12: Obtain new set CR := 60◦ rotation of CT .
13: Set ring j = 0.
14: for each mi ⊆ CT and corresponding ni ⊆ CR | i ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · }, mi 6= ∅, ni 6= ∅ do
15: VI(j + 1) := Interpolation between mi(j + 1) and ni(j + 1) using (51).
16: Set V∗I (j + 1) := mirror image of VI(j + 1).

17: Obtain CP := CP ∪
V∗I (j+1)

j+1 as new cells equidistant from other cells in each ring j.

18: j← j + 1.
19: end for
20: Evaluate CF := 5 sets of coordinates where each is a 60◦ step rotation of CT ∪ CR ∪ CP.
21: Obtain a set of cell coordinates C := CT ∪ CR ∪ CP ∪ CF.
22: Collect C: Coordinates for beamforming.

resulting beam footprints on the ground and not the antenna producing the beams. While 450

the proposed algorithm enables extended HAP coverage, it is important to understand the 451

limits of coverage extension based on the capacity and spectrum performance of the system 452

especially at the edge of coverage. The following section provides a capacity analysis of the 453

extended HAP coverage. 454

Interestingly, Algorithm 1 has much less asymptotic time complexity of O(c) in 455

comparison with that of the state-of-the-art in [14], which is O(cik), where c, i, k denote 456

the numbers of cells or k-means centroids declared in [14], users, and k-means iteration 457

respectively. 458
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4.3. Algorithm Validation Using Simulated Annealing 459

Given the resulting boresight coordinates from Algorithm 1, it is relevant to understand 460

if these locations are near optimum for contiguous and full coverage as part of radio 461

network planning and optimisation. We used SA to validate that the coordinates are near 462

optimum for beam deployment to achieve full coverage. 463

The implementation of SA for validating Algorithm 1 is similar to the approach 464

proposed in [10]. Firstly, the initial boresight coordinates are set as the resulting coordinates 465

from Algorithm 1. Then, a coordinate (x, y) is randomly selected and modified as (x + 466

δx, y + δy), where δx and δy are random scalars drawn from standard normal distribution. 467

Cells are formed using the previous and updated coordinates with users associated to the 468

cells. The sum user CINRs with the previous and updated coordinates are evaluated as 469

γi−1
SA and γi

SA respectively. If γi
SA > γi−1

SA , the coordinate adjustment is accepted, otherwise, 470

it is only accepted with a probability of e−
γi

SA
−γi−1

SA
T◦ , where T◦ is the temperature of the 471

annealing process. The entire process is repeated with T◦ decreased after each run as 472

T◦i+1 = pT◦i |p ∈ [0, 1], where p is the decay factor. 473

The percentage of coordinates adjusted to improve user CINR compared to the initial 474

coordinates from the proposed beam-pointing algorithm is evaluated for varying T and p 475

and presented in Table 2. Note that only about 5% of the boresight coordinates obtained 476

from the beam-pointing algorithm are adjusted to improve user CINR. This adjustment 477

can be ignored considering the added complexity of running simulated annealing on the 478

overall HAP system with its characteristic energy and weight limitations, and other wider 479

environmental factors that will affect performance, which highlights the practical benefits 480

of the beam-pointing algorithm. 481

Table 2. Percentage beam-pointing boresight coordinates modification due to simulated annealing.

T◦ p = 0.5 p = 0.7 p = 0.9
5000 1.1 1.1 3.8
10,000 1.5 1.5 3.4
20,000 1.5 2.6 5.1

5. Performance Evaluation 482

We set up simulations to evaluate the HAP extended coverage system limits using 483

the derived models and our enhanced beam-pointing algorithm. Simulation parameters 484

are given in Table 3. Using the antenna profile in (1) and 1600 antenna elements [39], it is 485

heuristically determined that the edge-of-cell subtended angle ρ = 3.5◦, resulting in an 486

SPPC of approximately 2.5 km diameter. This is used in Algorithm 1 with the resulting 487

cell centre coordinates used as boresights in the antenna system. The CNR and CINR of 488

all users in the service area are evaluated using (4) and (8) respectively. The results are 489

compared with other alternative cell placement schemes. 490

5.1. Determining Operational Bounds 491

In order to determine the theoretical bounds of operation of the HAP extended cov- 492

erage system based on the desired minimum QoS at the edge of coverage, the capacity 493

performance of the derived models in Section 3 is evaluated. The results of the capacity 494

evaluation facilitates the determination of the theoretical bounds of operation of the ex- 495

tended coverage system based on the desired minimum QoS at the coverage edge. To 496

evaluate the average SE of the system, a cell is pointed at increasing distances from the 497

sub-platform point up to the edge of the extended coverage area. 498

After pointing the cell, the area, average SE, and average ASE are evaluated. The 499

upper and lower limits of the average ASE are obtained. The lower limit is obtained by 500

assuming that all users in the cell have a CNR equal to that of a user at the boundary of 501
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Table 3. Details of the simulation parameters.

Parameters Simulation Values

HAP height hp 20 km
HAP transmit power Pt

i 33 dBm
Channel bandwidth B 20 MHz
Noise figure N f 5 dB

Receiver noise floor N* -95 dBm
Frequency f 2.1 GHz
Service area radius R 60 km
Angle subtended ρ 3.5◦

Overlap ratio ε 0.1
User density λ 2 users/km2

Receive antenna gain Gr
i 1.5 dB

Number of Antenna elements MN 1600

* The receiver noise floor is evaluated in dBm using 10Log10(kTB) + N f + 30,

where k = 1.38*10-23 J/K is Boltzmann constant, T = 290 K is the assumed receiver
temperature, B = 20 MHz is the assumed channel bandwidth, N f = 5 dB is the
noise floor based on 3GPP TR 36.942 [40].

the cell (i.e. 9 dB corresponding to the edge-of-cell CNR). This is then used in the Shannon 502

equation (i.e. Log2(1 + CNRmin)) to compute the lower limit average ASE by dividing with 503

the cell area. For the upper limit, it is assumed that all users have a CNR equal to the peak 504

CNR in the CNR distribution, which is the CNR at boresight. This is used in the Shannon 505

equation (i.e. Log2(1 + CNRmax)) to obtain the maximum achievable average SE, which 506

is divided by the cell area to obtain the average ASE. The lower and upper limit average 507

ASE give the bounds of each pointed cell. A different set of average ASE is also obtained 508

by evaluating (36) using numerical integration. The parameters in Table 3 and a 30 dB 509

transmit antenna gain [8] at boresight are used to simplify the integration and validate 510

the derived expression (36). These average ASE values (i.e. lower limit, upper limit, and 511

integral) are plotted against the distance of the cells from the SPP as shown in Figure 11. 512

Note that the values represent the best case scenario because they are obtained without 513

considering interference by assuming that the system is only noise limited. In practical 514

systems, the achieved average ASE is expected to be lower when interference is taken into 515
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Figure 11. Average area spectral efficiency against distance of cell centre
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account. The level of interference depends on the number of cells formed and the distance 516

between the cells in addition to the antenna beam profile. 517

Figure 11 shows the average ASE of cells pointing at increasing distances from the 518

SPP. Notably, the integral average ASE values are close to the maximum because peak 519

transmit gain is used to simplify the (36) as mentioned above. The average ASE reduces 520

with increasing distance from the SPP due to two main factors increasing path loss and cell 521

area. The number of interfering cells, their proximity to the cell under consideration and the 522

HAP antenna beam profile are some other factors. The average ASE starts tailing-off as the 523

cell centre distance from the SPP approaches 60 km. The value at 60 km is approximately 524

0.05 bit/s/Hz/km2. If users are allocated a resource block (RB) group each with 750 kHz 525

bandwidth for instance and the area of a cell pointing at the 60 km distance using (25) 526

is evaluated to be approximately 125 km2, the best case achievable capacity of a user in 527

this cell is approximately 4.6 Mbps. Practically, signals at cell edges will be considerably 528

degraded due to ICI. System designers can therefore workout how wide their HAP service 529

area can cover based on the number of cells to be deployed and the required capacity of the 530

edge-of-coverage users. The average ASE values obtained from evaluating (38), as shown 531

in Figure 11, are close to the values obtained when all users in a cell have a signal gain 532

that is equal to the boresight gain. The closeness is expected as there is a small difference 533

between the boresight gain and the gain at the edge of cell due to small angle subtended 534

(ρ = 3.5◦) by the cell centre and edge at the HAP. 535

5.2. Beam-pointing performance 536

Having estimated the possible limit of the HAP extended coverage in the previous 537

subsection, we therefore evaluate if it is achievable practically. Heuristically using the 538

antenna profile in (1), it is determined that the edge-of-cell subtended angle ρ = 3.5◦, 539

resulting in an SPPC of approximately 2.5 km diameter. This is used in Algorithm 1 with 540

the resulting cell centre coordinates used as boresights in the antenna module. The CNR 541

and CINR of all users in the service area are evaluated using (4) and (8) respectively. The 542

results are compared with those of regular, equidistant, and equiangular cell placement 543

schemes as well as the state-of-the-art [14]. 544

In the equidistant scheme, cells are pointed such that neighbouring cells are approx- 545

imately 2.5 km apart. Figure 12 shows the user CNR contour of the equidistant scheme, 546

with antenna boresights at the centres of the cells. The contour highlights the significant 547

overlap between neighbouring cells resulting from beam broadening. The severe overlap 548

gives rise to high ICI, which worsens at the edges of cells and service area. Therefore, 549

Figure 12. CNR contour within cells of the equidistant scheme.
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Figure 13. CNR contour within cells of the equiangular scheme.

considering beam broadening and overlap is important. Figure 13 shows the user CNR 550

contour with cells pointed such that neighbouring antenna boresights are 7◦ apart, which 551

is the equiangular scheme. Similarly, this scheme results in severe overlap between cells 552

because it does not explicitly consider beam broadening. The severe overlap and poor CNR, 553

especially towards the edges of cells and coverage area, make these schemes challenging in 554

practical systems due to significant ICI. 555

Unlike the equidistant and equiangular schemes, Algorithm 1 produces properly 556

structured cells with better overlap control and CNR performance as shown in Figure 14, 557

due to the direct consideration of beam broadening. The algorithm’s CINR performance 558

is also compared with the equidistant and equiangular schemes in addition to schemes 559

proposed in [14]. The empirical CDFs of user CINR distribution obtained with the different 560

cell-pointing schemes are given in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Over 90% of the users using the 561

proposed scheme achieve a CINR greater than 0 dB compared with the the equiangular 562

and equidistant schemes with less than 50% of the users achieving above 0 dB CINR as 563

shown in Figure 15. The scheme proposed in this chapter results in a CINR improvement 564

of 7–15 dB. Furthermore, random and regular pointing of cells are presented in [14], as 565

Figure 14. CNR contour within cells using the proposed scheme.
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Figure 15. CINR distribution of the proposed scheme with equidistant and equiangular schemes.
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Figure 16. CINR distribution of the proposed scheme and schemes in [14].

well as the proposed state-of-the-art clustering of users using k-means clustering with 566

cells pointed at the centroid of the clusters. The CDFs of user CINR distributions of these 567

schemes are compared with that of the enhanced and validated scheme proposed. Using 568

the schemes in [14], Figure 16 shows that less than 60% of the users achieve over 0 dB CINR 569

compared with the over 90% obtainable using the proposed scheme with the additional 570

CINR improvement ranging from 5–10 dB. Furthermore, Figure 17 highlights the effect of 571

altitude on achievable CINR per user from the proposed scheme. With increasing altitudes, 572

the beam footprint on the ground broadens and CINR per user decreases as more losses 573

occur in the link due to the increasing path distance. Consequently, the spectral efficiency 574

of the system reduces with increasing HAP altitude. 575

The effect of overlap ratio ε on both user allocation probability and 95th percentile 576

user throughput is shown in Figure 18. On the one hand, user allocation probability is 577

evaluated as the ratio of the number of users allocated to a cell to the total number of 578

users. On the other hand, the 95th percentile is obtained by calculating the throughput of 579

all users in the HAP system using (11). The results show that the user allocation probability 580

increases with increasing overlap ratio up to a point beyond which it starts decreasing. This 581

is expected as increasing overlap plugs coverage holes until there are no longer holes within 582
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Figure 17. Platform altitude vs. 50th percentile user CINR.
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Figure 18. Overlap ratio vs. user allocation probability and 95th percentile user throughput.

the system coverage. Introducing more overlap at this point starts creating coverage holes, 583

resulting in a decrease in the user allocation probability. Furthermore, the 95th percentile 584

user throughput expectedly decreases with increasing overlap as a result of the increasing 585

ICI, which affects user throughputs. The best value for ε can be derived as an optimisation 586

problem such that both user allocation probability and user throughput are maximised. 587

Figure 19 presents the CDFs of the achievable throughput per user for the different cell- 588

pointing schemes, showing the probability that a user achieves a throughput greater than 589

T. It highlights improvements of between 40%–70% by the proposed scheme compared 590

with the other schemes, with more than 80% of users achieving throughput greater than 591

1 bit/s/Hz using the proposed scheme compared with about 40% for the state-of-the- 592

art. The improvement is profound because the other algorithms were not developed for 593

extended coverage scenarios, therefore, they do not consider beam broadening, which 594

worsens ICI and results in the poor throughput performance. In Figure 20, the average 595

capacity and CINR per user are shown for the different beam-pointing schemes. Capacity 596

is evaluated using Shannon equation as discussed in Section 5.1. Clearly, the figure further 597

highlights the superior performance of the proposed scheme in comparison with the other 598
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Figure 19. User throughput distribution of different cell-pointing schemes.
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Figure 20. Average CINR vs. capacity per user of the different schemes.

schemes. The proposed scheme offers an average CINR of over 5 dB and capacity of over 2 599

bit/s/Hz. 600

6. Conclusion 601

In this work, we estimated the bounds of HAP coverage extension given the opera- 602

tional parameters. Theoretical models for estimating the area and spectral efficiency of 603

an extended HAP coverage area were also derived. By evaluating the average capacity, 604

spectral efficiency, and average area spectral efficiency for cells pointing at increasing 605

distances from the models, we showed that coverage over an extended service area of 606

60 km radius is achievable. The results show all three variables decrease with increasing 607

sub-platform point distance and that the average area spectral efficiency reduces signif- 608

icantly at extended areas due to the increase in cell size and path loss. Additionally, we 609

enhanced and validated our proposed cell-pointing algorithm to deliver contiguous cellular 610

coverage over an extended service area from a HAP and derived expressions for evaluating 611

the average and area spectral efficiencies for cells pointing at any given location. Simulated 612

annealing verification showed that the algorithm delivered close to optimal cell pointing. 613

The aim was to understand the practicality of a extended HAP coverage. We studied the 614
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performance of the algorithm over the estimated 60 km radius service area, using a uniform 615

planar antenna array, which is considerably larger than the area of 30 km radius that much 616

of the HAP related literature thus far focuses on. It is shown that users in a system using 617

the enhanced and validated scheme achieves CINR values between 5− 15 dB better than 618

the other schemes with better control of beam overlap. More than 90% of users in our 619

scheme achieve CINR greater than zero as against 45− 70% in the compared schemes, 620

which highlights its significant performance improvement. 621
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Abbreviations 632

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript: 633

634

AAP Azimuth Antenna Pattern

ASE Area Spectral Efficiency

CNR Carrier-to-Noise Ratio

CINR Carrier-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio

HAP High Altitude Platform

ICI Inter-cell Interference

LoS Line-of-Sight

QoS Quality of Service

RB Resource Block

SA Simulated Annealing

SE Spectral Efficiency

SPP Sub-platform Point

SPPC Sub-platform Point Cell

635
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